Dr. Watson [Founder of DNA] Denied All Titles Due to "Racist Views"
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It's a well known fact scientists cannot say the Truth anymore. The only thing they can and could ever say is what the system wanted them to say - that is, unless they are jews. Then, they can write 'scientific' research for just about any corrosive, socially destructive, socially flipping, and insane ideas. Destructive ideas are also welcome.

As for the opinion of one of the discoverers of the DNA code, one of the most important findings ever in regards to modern science, their opinion doesn't matter, even if it comes from truth and scientific discoveries. Watson did a crime to just DISCOVER these differences, he didn't even make them. In regards to what the jewish mob thinks in regards to these, this is a video of a leftist invasion in one of his speeches, because he is a 'racist'.

"And if it is a racist, we have to kill it." - The Mob

More drugged out stoned monkeys just going in to attack Watson with one monkey specifically going to beat the scientist up, because he told it that it doesn't have intelligence genes. Wasn't this self evident from before? He was probably around 80 years old at this time.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DouJCVaokXg

Watson simply said the truth of the races of humanity having sizeable DNA differences. But the aim of 'science' any more is not to find any TRUTH, just to re-affirm what the jewish structure of "VALUES" has to say, yes, these crappy unnatural, unrealistic values, which are at war with truth.

This is what typically happens to one of his speeches. The Anti-Fa mixed with the leftist 'egalitarian' crowd, the "Equalists" and the "Everyone is the same and has the same value but I will kill you cause you are inferior to prove it and materialize my point" type of "Altruistic For Humanity" types, are here in this video to beat Watson senseless, as they frequently like to do to people whom are superior to themselves. They are frequently holding bats and poles, and of course, are invading straight into the university. To attack Watson who is around 80 years old at the time of the event.

Now Watson in his 90's and after a whole lifetime of the most crucial contribution to science like Crick, he has to be hunted down by the multi-culti, egalitarian witch hunting mob, like Galileo.

Do not expect any serious scientific advances with jews as the heads of science. We will be stuck permanently in the Middle Ages with the cultural appropriation and forced assimilation policies of jews. The superior are not even allowed to shine.
James Watson has been stripped of several honorary titles over ‘reprehensible’ comments in which he said race and intelligence are connected. Photograph: Jose Mendez/EPA

A New York laboratory has cut its ties with James Watson, the Nobel Prize-winning scientist who helped discover the structure of DNA, over “reprehensible” comments in which he said race and intelligence are connected.

The Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory said it was revoking all titles and honors conferred on Watson, 90, who led the lab for many years.

The lab “unequivocally rejects the unsubstantiated and reckless personal opinions Dr James D Watson expressed on the subject of ethnicity and genetics”, its president, Bruce Stillman, and chair of the board of trustees, Marilyn Simons, said in a statement.

“Dr Watson’s statements are reprehensible, unsupported by science, and in no way represent the views of CSHL, its trustees, faculty, staff, or students. The laboratory condemns the misuse of science to justify prejudice.”

With Francis Crick, Rosalind Franklin and Maurice Wilkins, the scientist was one of the researchers who discovered the double helix structure of DNA in 1953.

In 2007, the lab removed him as chancellor after he told the Sunday Times he was “inherently gloomy about the prospect of Africa” because “all our social policies are based on the fact that their intelligence is the same as ours, whereas all the testing says, not really”.
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He also said that while he wished the races were equal, “people who have to deal with black employees find this not true.”

Watson apologized at the time but in a recent documentary he said his views have not changed.

“Not at all,” he said in the PBS documentary American Masters: Decoding Watson, the New York Times reported.

“I would like for them to have changed, that there be new knowledge that says that your nurture is much more important than nature. But I haven’t seen any knowledge. And there’s a difference on the average between blacks and whites on IQ tests. I would say the difference is, it’s genetic.”

The Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory said it was revoking Watson’s honorary titles, which include chancellor emeritus, Oliver R Grace professor emeritus, and honorary trustee.

The latest comments “effectively reverse the written apology and retraction Dr Watson made in 2007”, the lab said, adding it appreciated his legacy of scientific discoveries and leadership of the institution but could no longer be associated with him.

“The statements he made in the documentary are completely and utterly incompatible with our mission, values, and policies, and require the severing of any remaining vestiges of his involvement,” Simons and Stillman said.

The Times reported that Watson’s family said he was unable to respond, having been in medical care since a car accident in October. The PBS interview was filmed last summer.

This article was amended on 14 January 2019 because an earlier version said James Watson helped discover DNA. Watson helped discover the structure of DNA. This has been corrected, and the name of Maurice Wilkins, who shared the 1962 Nobel prize with Watson and Crick, has been added. (Franklin died in 1958.)